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Abstract
Efficient routing and scheduling has significant economic implications for many real-
world situations arising in transportation logistics, scheduling, and distribution sys-
tems, among others. This work considers both the single depot vehicle routing prob-
lem with time windows (VRPTW) and the multi-depot vehicle routing problem with
time windows (MDVRPTW). An age-layered population structure genetic algorithm
is proposed for both variants of the vehicle routing problem. To the best of the authors
knowledge, this is first work to provide a multi-objective genetic algorithm approach
for the MDVRPTW using well-known benchmark data with up to 288 customers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a widely studied combinatorial optimization
problem. It was first introduced by Dantzig and Ramser [15] in 1959. A typical VRP
can be defined as the problem of designing least-cost routes from a depot to a set
of geographically dispersed customers with various demands. Each customer is to be
serviced by only one vehicle and exactly once, and each vehicle has a limited capacity.
The vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) is an extension of VRP;
here time windows are associated with the customers, which means each customer
provides a time frame within which the customer must be serviced. A vehicle may
arrive early, but it must wait until the start of service time. If we consider more than
one depot where the vehicles starts their journey then it is called multi-depot vehicle
routing problem with time windows (MDVRPTW). In MDVRPTW, it is required
that each vehicle must start and end at the same depot. In this research we studied
a new variant of MDVRPTW, where a vehicle may not end at the same depot it
started. Instead, it may end at the nearest depot to the last customer it serviced. We
refer to this problem as the MDVRPTW under share depot or MDVRPTWSD.
The objective of the VRPTW, MDVRPTW, and MDVRPTWSD is to minimize
the number of vehicles and the total travel distance to service all the customers
without violating the capacity and time window constraints. There are other variants
of the VRP and details of some of the popular variants can be found in [3] [10] [5].
The VRPTW, MDVRPTW, and MDVRPTWSD have received much attention due
to the applicability of the time window constraints in real-world scheduling problems.
Some of the well-known real-life applications of VRPTW and MDVRPTW are waste
collection [48], fast-food routing [47] and many others.
The VRPTW, MDVRPTW, and MDVRPTWSD are classic examples of NP-
complete multi-objective optimization problems. Obtaining the exact optimal so-
1
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lution for this type of problems is computationally intractable. Thus we can rarely
find an optimal solution within the reasonable time for a large instance. In fact, the
smallest unsolved VRP instance (means that the best set of routes has not yet been
found) has 50 customers and 8 vehicles (B-n50-k8 from [1]). No polynomial algo-
rithms have been found for this type of problem. Various research has been applied
to the problem using exact and approximation methods, but most of the research was
done as a single objective problem. Details of some of the related works are given in
Chapter 2.
Many real world problems are multi-objective by nature. In multi-objective op-
timization, problems have a number of objectives that are usually in conflict with
each other, which means improving one objective may result in worsening others.
Road transportation problems like VRPTW, MDVRPTW, and MDVRPTWSD are
examples of a multi-objective optimization problem. This research studies these as a
multi-objective optimization problem and implemented within the genetic algorithm
(GA). Two of the objectives to be optimized are the number of vehicles, and the total
distance traveled by the vehicles. Using the Pareto ranking technique, each of these
objectives is kept independent. Though instance of VRPTW and MDVRPTW may
have more than one non-dominated solution in the Pareto front, a user can choose
which solution is more suitable according to their need. Some solutions may mini-
mize the number of vehicles at the expense of traveled distance, and other reduces
the distance at the number of vehicles. Minimizing the number of vehicles affects
vehicle and labor cost while minimizing the distance affects the fuel cost and time.
GA is a population-based meta-heuristic that is inspired by Darwinian theory of
the evolution “survival of the fittest.” Previous analysis in [29] shows that GA is not
performing better than other meta-heuristics. This could be because the solution gets
stuck in local optima according to the research in [23]. To overcome this problem
Hornby [23] proposed a multi-population evolutionary algorithm that resolves the
issue of premature convergence. Some of the research on using Age-layered popula-
tion structure (ALPS) [23, 2, 24, 25, 49] shows some advantages compare to other
evolutionary algorithms (EAs).
1.1 Research Goals and Motivation
This thesis focused on VRPTW, MDVRPTW, and MDVRPTWSD. Our proposed
ALPS based GA is compared with Ombuki et al. [37] and Keivan et al. [20] GA
for VRPTW. Proposed ALPS based GA performed better than the existing research.
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We also introduced MOPs for MDVRPTW and MDVRPTWSD as there exist no
research on multi-objective optimization for MDVRPTW and MDVRPTWSD.
Although there has been a lot of research on other variants of the VRP [39, 31, 19,
6] [37] [38], but very little on VRPTW [37, 20] [23] and MDVRPTW [32, 36, 12, 13].
To the best of our knowledge, most of the research addressed the VRPTW and
MDVRPTW problem as a single objective and tried to reduce the total distance
covered by the vehicles. Reducing the number of vehicles to serve a set of customers
can also be helpful for the industries. As reducing the number of vehicles means
reducing the labor cost as well as vehicle cost. So, we are looking into the problem
of VRPTW and MDVRPTW as a multi-objective optimization problem where two
objectives are reducing total distance and reducing the number of vehicles. Literature
[53, 16, 43] shows that EAs has a tendency for a premature convergence and sometimes
leads to a non-optimal solution. In order to overcome this situation, we are using
ALPS which helps prevent premature convergence [23] [24, 25].
1.2 Structure of Thesis
Chapter 2 provides the background required for this research. It includes the de-
scription of the variants of the VRP that has been used in this thesis, a brief de-
scription of the genetic algorithm, (GAs), fitness function and multi-objective op-
timization (MOO) approach used in this research and the age layered population
structure (ALPS). Chapter 3 provides the details of the proposed ALPSGA. Chapter
4 describes the experimental results. Finally, we present our conclusions and future
works in chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the relevant background on VRP, their variants, and formula-
tion, and then a literature review of past works on the problem afterwards. Lastly,
an overview of the genetic algorithm, age-layered population structure, and multi-
objective optimization is given.
2.2 Vehicle Routing Problem
The vehicle routing problems (VRPs) are well-known combinatorial optimization
problems that usually involve scheduling in constrained environments. A VRP can
be defined as a problem of designing least cost routes from a central depot to service
a set of customers with known demands. Each customer is to be serviced exactly
once by only one vehicle, and each vehicle has a limited capacity. Figure 2.1 depicts
a typical vehicle routing problem which can be formally [44] defined as:
 Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph, where V is the vertex set, and A is the
edge set.
 The vertex set V is divided into two subsets Vcus and Vdep where Vcus = v0, v1, ..., vN
denotes the set of customers and Vdep = vn+1, ..., vn+d denotes set of depots.
 E = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V ; i 6= j} is the set of edges, where each edge represent the
path from i to j.
 A cost matrix C of non-negative distances cij between customers vi and vj
usually defined by the Euclidean distance from vi and vj.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a solution of the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time
Windows with 1 depot, 12 customers and 3 vehicles
 A fleet of vehicles, where each vehicle has a certain capacity Q.
The goal of VRP is to find a set of routes with minimal cost, such a way that each
customer is visited exactly once. This research are based on the following objectives
and constraints.
Objectives
 Minimize the total number of vehicles/routes used to service all the customers.
 Minimize the total cost/distance travel by all the vehicles.
Constraints
 All routes must start and end at the depot.
 Each customer must be serviced exactly once by only one vehicle.
 In a route, the sum of demands of the customers cannot exceed the maximum
capacity Q of a vehicle.
There are various well-known variants [3] [10] [5] of the VRP and in the next
section, we will talk about two of the variants used in this research.
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2.3 Vehicle Routing ProblemWith TimeWindows
The vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) is one of the variants of
the VRP, here a time window is associated with the customer. Each customer must
be serviced within that time window. If a vehicle come before the start time, then
it has to wait until the start of service time is possible, but a vehicle can not come
after the end time. In the soft time window model, a vehicle is allowed to service a
customer beyond the time window constraint with a penalty. However, in this work,
and as commonly done, we focus on the hard time window model.
2.3.1 VRPTW Formulation
The VRPTW is represented [37] by directed graph G = (C,A) and a set of homoge-
neous vehicles. Here C represent the set of customers. Each vehicles exit and return
to the same depot, so node 0 and n + 1 represent the depot in the graph. The set
of customers is represented by N . The set A represent all possible connection within
the graph. Each route start at 0 and end at n + 1. Each edge (i, j) ∈ A associated
with a cost Cij and time tij in a route. Each customer i, i ∈ C has a service time and
a demand di. Each customer also has a time window [ei, li], and all customers must
be served within that time window, where ei is the service start time, and li is the
end time. A vehicle may come before the start time window (ei), but cannot service
the customers until the possible start time. However, no vehicle is allowed past the
end time window, li. Vehicles must leave and return to the depot within the depot
time constraint [e0, l0]. We assumed there is no waiting time in a depot and all the
vehicles start at time 0.
The VRPTW model has mainly two types of decision variables, x and s. For each
arc (i, j), (i, j) ∈ A, if i 6= j, i 6= n+ 1, j 6= 0, and for each vehicle k, the variable xijk
will be 1 if vehicle k goes from vertex i to vertex j, otherwise 0. If vehicle k service
customer i, i ∈ C, then variable Sik denotes the time of the start of service by vehicle
k, otherwise Sik has no meaning. The main objective of the VRPTW model is to
service all the customers C using the vehicles V such way that following objectives
are achieved, and the constraints observed.
 Minimize the total number of vehicles/routes used to service all the customers.
 Minimize the total distance travel by all the vehicles.
Constraints
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 Each customer must be serviced by only one vehicle and exactly once.
 In a route, the sum of demands of the customers cannot exceed the maximum
capacity Q of a vehicle.
 Time window constraint should be observed.
 Each vehicle start at vertex 0 and end at the vertex n+1.
Mathematically [37] we can defined the VRPTW model in the following way:
min
∑
k∈V
∑
i∈N
∑
j∈N
cijxijk; (1)
such that;
∑
k∈V
∑
j∈N
xijk = 1 ∀i ∈ C (2)
∑
i∈C
di
∑
j∈N
xijk 6 q ∀k ∈ V (3)
∑
j∈N
x0jk = 1 ∀k ∈ V (4)
∑
i∈N
xihk −
∑
j∈N
xhjk = 0 ∀h ∈ C ∀k ∈ V (5)
∑
i∈N
xi,n+1,k = 1 ∀k ∈ V (6)
sik + tij −K(1− xijk) 6 sjk ∀i ∈ N,∀j ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V (7)
0ti 6 Sik 6 cti ∀i ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V (8)
xijk ∈ 0, 1 ∀i ∈ N, j ∈ N, ∀k ∈ V (9)
Where V = 1, 2, .....k vehicles
C = 1, 2, .....n customers size
0, n+ 1 is the depot
N = 0, 1.....n, n+ 1 is the node size
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di client i demand
ai client i open time
bi client i close time
qk vehicle k capacity
tij client i from j time
sij client i take k service time
The objective function (1) gives that the total travel cost should be minimized.
Function (2) states that each customer must be serviced by one vehicle and exactly
once. Constraint set (3) ensures that vehicle capacity must be observed. The con-
straints set (4),(5),(6) states the each vehicle leaves from depot 0, visit customers and
return to depot again. Equation (7) states that if vehicle K travel from i to j then, it
can not arrive at j before sij + tij. Constrain (8) indicates the time window constraint
must be observed and (9) gives the integrality constraints.
2.3.2 Previous Work on VRPTW
VRPTW is a classical example of NP-complete [33] multi-objective optimization prob-
lem. Obtaining the exact optimal solution of this type of problem is computationally
intractable. There are no polynomial algorithms known, and it is believed that no
such algorithm exist [33]. So many authors proposed different solution methods based
on exact and heuristic approach. Kohl’s work is one of the most efficient exact meth-
ods for VRPTW [30]; it succeeded in solving various VRPTW instances with 100
customers. However, no algorithms have been developed that able to solve all the 100
customers instances optimally. Exact methods are more efficient when customers have
very narrow time windows since there are fewer combinations of customers possible in
a route. As a result, researchers have investigated the heuristics and meta-heuristics
methods for VRPTW problem.
Several heuristics have been applied to solve VRPTW and can be found in [52, 56].
Meta-heuristics like GAs can be found in [21] [54]. Other meta-heuristics such as sim-
ulated annealing [8], Tabu search [46, 9, 11] and ant-colony optimization can be found
in the literature [17]. These approaches are very well suited for this type of problem
rather than the traditional techniques. Genetic algorithm based approach [37] pre-
sented two new crossover operators and showed that the new crossover is well suited
for the VRPTW problem. Thangaiah et al. [54] proposed a clustered first, route
second method genetic algorithm with local search technique. Comparative study of
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the genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, and Tabu search are given in [55]. The
rich literature to solve VRPTW in exact and heuristics solution approach deals with
a single point of view, which is the cost minimization (total travel distance). Not
many papers are available that deals with the multiple objectives, especially the ones
that solve the problem in polynomial time.
In the multi-objective approach, Gehring et al. [18] introduced a two-stage model
which first tries to minimize the number of vehicles using an evolutionary algorithm
and secondly attempts to minimize the total distance by Tabu search. A two-phased
Tabu search proposed by Potvin at al. [42], firstly it tries to reduce the number
of vehicles by moving customers out of the routes, and secondly, it tries intra and
inter-customer exchange to reduce the total travel cost. Another similar research
by Gambardella et al. [51] studied a type of multi-objective implementation of the
VRPTW, where the first objective is to reduce the total number of vehicles and
second minimized the total distance. It should be noted that all the above works
on VRPTW are biased towards the number of vehicles. As most of these works use
the weighted sum fitness measure, the vehicle and distance are evaluated as a single
objective function. The main advantage of this approach is that single solution is
obtained as a result. The Pareto optimality approach is taken as a multi-objective
fitness scheme where both the objectives have the same priority.
The concept of Pareto optimality for solving the multi-objective VRPTW opti-
mization proposed by Tan et al. [51] that incorporates various heuristics for local
search in the evolutionary process. Genetic algorithm based models proposed by
Ombuki et al. [37] introduced different and efficient operators to produce the better
result. A similar study in this area by Keivan et al. [20] that modified the operators
introduced by Ombuki at al. [37] to produce some competitive results.
This research studies a bi-objective VRPTW which are modeled by Genetic Algo-
rithm similar to [20] [37], and then ALPS model is introduced to see if the results get
better than the existing one. In this study, simultaneous minimization of the number
of vehicles and total travel distance are considered as the two objectives. As with all
the multi-objective optimization (MOP’s) using Pareto optimality, one main advan-
tage is that the system does not specify either the number of vehicles or the total
travel distance to take priority. Each of the objectives in Pareto ranking procedure
is kept separate, hence maintaining the independence of the function.
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2.4 Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem With
Time Windows
The multi-depot vehicle routing problem with time windows (MDVRPTW) is a gen-
eralization of the VRPTW problem of Section (2.3), where instead of one depot,
several depots are considered as shown in Figure 2.2. The MDVRPTW problem is
considered a practical description of transportation planning. For example, such as
those found in large cities where traffic congestion is high, commercial enterprises such
as gas industry[4] have more than one depot from which their stations are serviced.
Figure 2.2: An example of a solution of the MDVRPTW with 2 depot, 15 customers
and 4 vehicles
2.4.1 Problem Formulation MDVRPTW
The MDVRPTW is defined on a complete graph G = (V,A), where
V = v1, ..., vN , vN+1, ..., vN+M
is the vertex set and
A = (vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V, i 6= j
is the arc set.
C = v1, v2, ..., vN
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represents the N customers and
D = vN+1, vN+2, ..., vN+M
correspond to the M depots. Each vertex vi ∈ C has several non negative weights
associated to it, namely, a demand qi , a service time si, as well as a time window
[ei, li], where, ei is an earliest start time and li is a latest start time for the service.
Further, in the depot vertex vi ∈ D, there are no demand and service times, i.e.
qi = si = 0. Associated to each arc (vi, vj) ∈ A, there is a non negative travel
cost cij , which represents the distance, travel time, or fee, etc. Finally, a fleet of
K = k1, k2, ..., kL is the vehicles set and all the vehicles are homogeneous, where L is
the number of vehicles. The objective of this problem remains same as the VRPTW
section. Based on this graph, the MDVRPTW constraints must be satisfied as follows:
Constraints for MDVRPTW
 each vehicle starts from a depot and ends at the same depot;
 each customer is required to be served exactly once by exactly one vehicle;
 the service at each customer i must begin within the time window [ei, li]. If a
vehicle arrives customer i earlier than time ei, it will wait.
 the total load and working duration (the sum of travel time, wait time and
service time) of vehicle k does not exceed Qk and Tk, respectively.
We are also looking at different set of constraints for MDVRPTW where instead
of returning to the same depot a vehicle can go the nearest depot for the last customer
it visited. We named this problem the multi-depot vehicle routing problem with time
windows under share depot(MDVRPTWSD). Following are the set of constraints for
the MDVRPTWSD problem.
Constraints for MDVRPTWSD
 each vehicle starts from a depot and ends at the depot closest to the last cus-
tomer it visit.
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2.4.2 Previous Work on MDVRPTW
The single depot vehicle routing problem with time windows (simply denoted as
VRPTW) has been studied widely, and some of the literature is described in sec-
tion 3.2. MDVRPTW which extends VRPTW, has attracted more attention recently
because of the practical description of transportation planning. The focus of the MD-
VRPTW literature is based mainly on the heuristics and meta-heuristics. Cordeau
et al. [11] applied the Tabu search to solve the problem of MDVRPTW in 2001,
and later in 2004 introduce an improved version of the Tabu search [12]. In 2012
Cordeau and Maichberger [14] proposed a parallel iterated Tabu search to solve MD-
VRPTW problem. A variable neighborhood search for MDVRPTW was proposed by
Polacek [41, 40]. Vidal et al. [57] designed a hybrid genetic algorithm and applied
it to MDVRPTW. In 2012 Noori et al. [?] proposed a hybridization of genetic algo-
rithm and Tabu search for MDVRPTW. In all the literature above, MDVRPTW is
considered as a single objective problem, where the only objective is to reduce the
total travel time. Although there is much literature to solve MDVRPTW as a single
point of view, we could not find any research where MDVRPTW is considered as
a multi-objective problem. Audrey [38] applied ALPS on capacitated multi-depot
vehicle routing problem.
2.4.3 Previous Work on MDVRPTWSD
In MDVRPTW mentioned in Section 2.4, it is required that each vehicle must start
and end at the same depot. A new variant of MDVRPTW, in which a vehicle may
not end at the depot from where it starts studied in this section. When all the
vehicles start and end at a different depot, then it is known as open vehicle routing
problem [45]. Slight difference with MDVRPTWSD is that vehicles end at a depot
and in open VRP vehicles end at a customer. Therefore, we can say MDVRPTWSD
is considered as a combination of MDVRPTW and open VRP. In 2014 Jian et al. [28]
first address the problem in which they proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm with
an adaptive local search for MDVRPTWSDR. In [32] they introduced a new variant
where the number of parking space at each depot is twice the vehicles available.
2.5 Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm (GA) was introduced by Holland in 1975 [22]. This algorithm is
a class of meta-heuristic based on the Darwinian concept of evolution “survival of the
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fittest.” In the GA a problem starts with a set of chromosomes called the population
of individuals. Each chromosome in the population represents a potential solution.
The initial population is generated either randomly or some heuristics. Solutions
from one population are used to generate next set of the population with the hope
that new population will be better than the original one. A selection mechanism is
used to select individuals based on their fitness to form new individuals (offspring)
via the genetic operations crossover and mutation. This process is repeated until a
predefined condition (number of generations or the optimal solution) is met. Figure
2.3 and Algorithm 1 shows an outline of a simple GA.
Figure 2.3: Genetic Algorithm (GA) work flow
Representation and initial population
For solving a problem using GA, it is necessary to represent each chromosome as
a likely solution. The choice of this representation is one of the critical aspects of the
GA. Various representation schemes such as integer, floating point numbers, binary
strings, set-based representation, etc. are found in the literature [34, 7].
Selection
In this process, an individual is chosen based on the fitness from a population
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for GA
1: procedure SimpleGA()
2: Randomly generate initial population
3: Get number of layers, age gap, AgeingScheme
4: while !termination criterion do
5: Compute the chromosome fitness
6: Select elite population
7: Select parents for reproduction
8: Perform crossover operation to generate offspring
9: Perform mutation to generate offspring
10: newPopulation ⇐= individuals
11: Population ⇐= newPopulation
12: end while
13: end procedure
for the later breeding using the operations like crossover and mutation. Examples of
selection process include tournament selection, roulette wheel, and rank selection.
Crossover
In the process of crossover, two selected individuals from the population are paired
up for reproduction to create offspring by recombining their genes.
Mutation
Mutation helps a GA to break free from a fixed point in the search space. In
mutation, only one chromosome is selected and the generated new offspring is then
added to the new population.
Termination
In GA, termination criteria can be the pre-fixed number of generations or it can
be a particular fitness level of a chromosome.
2.6 Age Layered Population Structure
The Age Layered Population Structure (ALPS) introduced by Hornby [23] as a tech-
nique for mitigating the problem of premature convergence in evolutionary algorithms.
Hornby [24, 25] compared this approach with some other multi-population evolution-
ary algorithms like hierarchical fair competition (HFC) and adaptive-hierarchical fair
competition (AHFC) and found that downside of this two algorithms resulted from
the transfer of individuals form one layer to another based on fitness. Individuals
with better fitness are highly observed. As a result, low fitness individuals are mostly
not allowed to be transferred. In ALPS, an individual in the population uses a new
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attribute called age to restrict the competition and reproduction between the indi-
viduals of the population. The main difference of ALPS and typical EAs is that in
ALPS individuals are segregated into different layers (see Figure 2.3). With ALPS,
several instances of the search are run independently, each in its own layer. The key
properties of ALPS are:
 Multiple instances of the search are run independently, with each instance in
its own age layer and having its own individuals.
 Each layer in the population has a maximum age limit, all the individuals’ age
in that layers must be lower than the maximum age.
 Each search in a given layer can select individuals from its own populations and
the populations from the immediate next layer.
 At regular intervals, the first layers population is replaced with new random
populations.
Figure 2.4: ALPS paradigm with N layers and k individuals in each layer
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2.6.1 ALPS Algorithm
Similarity to GAs, ALPS also start with randomly generating the initial layer (layer
0). All other layers are then filled as the evolution progress. If the bottom layer
reaches its maximum age, old populations are moved to the next layer, and the layers
are filled with random populations again. This process continues until the stop criteria
satisfied. Algorithm 2 shows a simple ALPS outline.
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for ALPS
1: procedure ALPS()
2: Read parameter file
3: Get number of layers, age gap, AgeingScheme
4: setLayers ⇐= InitialiseLayers(number of layers, age gap, ageingScheme)
5: while !termination criterion do
6: if (generation == 0‖generation%layer0.agelimit == 0) then
7: M ⇐= RandomlyCreateNewIndividuals()
8: Else
9: evolveIndividuals()
10: end if
11: if (generation>layer0.agelimit) then
12: evolveIndividuals()
13: end if
14: end while
15: end procedure
1: procedure EvolveIndividuals()
2: Perform elitism
3: procedure PerformSelection()
4: if (layer0) then
5: Parents ⇐= selectparents(layer0)
6: Else
7: Parents⇐= selectParents(currentLayer(C), (C-1)Layer, selection pres-
sure)
8: end if
9: end procedure
10: Perform Crossover
11: Perform mutation
12: if (individual.age==layer.ageLimit) then
13: nextLayer ⇐= moveIndividual()
14: end if
15: end procedure
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2.6.2 Aging schemes
Different types of aging schemes [23] are available to set the age limit of a layer(see
Table 2.1). In order to keep the number of layers manageable, each value in a layer
is multiplied by an age gap parameter. For example, if we take the polynomial aging
scheme [23] and the age gap value is 10, the maximum ages for the layers will be 10,
20, 40, 90, 160 and so on. Individuals within a layer are not allowed to evolve the
maximum age for the layer. If an individual reaches the maximum allowed age, an
attempt is made to move the individual to the next layer except for the last layer.
According to Hornby [23], an individual in the last layer is allowed to stay there if it is
a global optimum otherwise, it will be replaced by other individuals with higher fitness
value from the lower layers. Introducing new individuals in the layer 0, allows the
algorithm to search new parts of the fitness landscape. The evidence in [23] [24, 25]
shows that ALPS helps to overcome the problem of premature convergence in the
system.
Table 2.1: Ageing Schemes for ALPS [23]
Aging-Scheme 0 1 2 3 4
Linear 1 2 3 4 5
Fibonacci 1 2 3 5 8
Polynomial(n2) 1 2 4 9 16
Exponential(2n) 1 2 4 8 16
2.6.3 Previous Work on ALPS
ALPS is a diversity enhancing algorithm which allows new individuals in the system
at regular interval and divides the total population into several layers. Other layers
EA system such as hierarchical fair competition [26], adaptive hierarchical fair com-
petition [27] usually group individuals based on the fitness of the individuals. ALPS
groups the individuals based on their ages. The ALPS was introduced with genetic
programming context [23], but Hornby compared it with a GA and proposed that
ALPS can be used with any evolutionary algorithms. ALPS was compared on image
operator problem [50] with Cartesian genetic programming and declared that ALPS
perform better than typical CGP. Awuley conducted a comparative study on GP,
ALPS, and feature selection ALPS (FSALPS) [2]. In [38], ALPSGA was declared
better than the traditional GA when compared on capacitated MDVRP problem.
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2.7 Multi-Objective Problems
Multi-objective optimization involves finding an optimal solution for multiple ob-
jective functions defined under a set of constraints. Example problems are design
analysis, transportation trade-off, or any other system where one needs to find an
optimal solution with trade-offs between two or more objectives. In most cases, these
two or more objectives are conflicting to each other. In VRP, two objectives are
the number of vehicles and the total cost. They define two independent objectives
in a multi-objective problem hence in determining the fitness of an individual. The
well-known fitness evaluation techniques are used in this research.
2.7.1 Weighted Sum
The weighted sum technique assigns a single fitness score to a multi-objective prob-
lem. With this technique, one of the objectives gets higher priority than others, as
a result, produce a biased solution in general. As an example multi-objective vector
F (x) can be converted into a scalar problem by constructing a weighted sum of all
the objectives. Fitness F(x) of a two objective (f1 and f2) problem is:
F (x) = W1.f1(x) +W2.f2(x)
where, W1 and W2 are the weights assigned to the individual objectives.
2.7.2 Pareto Ranking
Pareto efficiency is a state of multiple objectives in which it is impossible to say
one individual is better than other without making one individual worse than other.
It was first introduced by Vilfredo Pareto [37]. Unlike the weighted sum here each
objective gets the same priority hence maintain the independence of each objective.
When we get more than one solution in the Pareto front, it is user choice which
objectives to consider most.
The Pareto scheme is incorporated in the GA by replacing the individual fitness
in Pareto fitness. Individuals in the population are first ranked by theirs raw fitness
score, and then these scores are replaced with the corresponding Pareto ranks. For
example, given a vector of objectives ~f = (f1, ..., fk) subject to appropriate problem
constraints, then vector ~u dominates ~v iff
∀i ∈ (1, ..., k) : ui ≤ vi ∧ ∃i ∈ (1, ..., k) : ui < vi, denoted by ~u  ~v
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for Pareto Ranking [37]
1: procedure ParetoRank()
2: Input Population
3: procedure PerformParetoRanking()
4: currentRank ⇐= 1
5: Popsize ⇐= populationSize
6: N ⇐= Popsize
7: while (N > 1) do
8: for (i=1 to N) do
9: if ~vi is non-dominated then
10: rank(~vi)= currentRank
11: end if
12: end for
13: for (j=1 to N) do
14: if rank(~vj)= currentRank then
15: remove (~vj) from population
16: Popsize=Popsize-1
17: end if
18: end for
19: currentRank=currentRank+1
20: N=Popsize
21: end while
22: end procedure
23: end procedure
From the above definition, we can say a vector is dominated if and only if another
vector is better in at least one objective and all other objectives are as good as the
remaining objectives. As VRP is a minimization problem, ranks with lower values are
the best solutions. Note that Pareto ranks are calculated with relative measurements,
and therefore there is no single “best solution.” Algorithm 3 gives Pseudocode for
the Pareto ranking procedure.
Figure 2.5 gives a typical output of the Pareto ranking system. The process starts
with assigning rank 1 to the non-dominated individuals in the population. These
chromosomes are then removed, and the remaining non-dominated in the populations
are assigned rank 2. This process is repeated until all the individuals in the population
are ranked.
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Figure 2.5: Typical output for Pareto ranking scheme where red squares are the rank
1 solutions
Chapter 3
System Design
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the implementation details of the proposed ALPSGA for the
VRPTW problem. We also introduced a multi-objective optimization problem for
the MDVRPTW problem. ALPS is incorporated to study the performance of GA
compared with ALPSGA for MDVRPTW problem. A new variant of the MDVRPTW
problem known as MDVRPTWSD is studied. Two new mutation techniques are
developed to improve the performance of MDVRPTW and MDVRPTWSD problem.
Background research and study of these problems is described briefly in Chapter 2.
3.2 ALPS-based Genetic Search for VRPTW
This section details the ALPS based GA system for VRPTW, fitness function, Pareto
ranks and other GA parameters used. The basic difference in GA and ALPS based
GA is that in ALPS we segregate the total number of populations in several layers
and set the age limit for each layer. We then activate the GA in the lower level and
carry out the process in every other layer. After subsequent evolutions, when the
individuals reach their maximum age limit these individuals are then transferred to
the next layer with the introduction of new randomly generated individuals in the
lower level. Tournament selection and elitism are used throughout the GA for further
evolutionary reproduction. Fig 3.1 outlines the ALPS based GA system.
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3.2.1 ALPS Based GA
ALPS starts with the population split in a sequence of layers, with an upper limit
of the maximum age of an individual that each layer can contain. Evolution of
ALPS proceeds like typical GA, that is, the evolution of populations using crossover
and selection operations on the chromosomes. However, unlike GA, there are two
restrictions. First, the bottom layer of ALPS is replaced with randomly generated
individuals at a regular interval (usually generation span). Secondly, reproduction
of individuals is restricted to their own layer and from the layer immediately below
them.
According to the first restriction stated above, individuals in layer 0 are replaced
with randomly generated individuals. An aging scheme (see Table 2.1) is used to
separate the individuals into several layers. These values are then multiplied by the
age gap parameter to determine the maximum age limit per layer. Thus, with an
age gap value of 50, new individuals are created in the first layer at generations 50,
100, 150, 200. According to the second restriction, reproduction of individuals for
layer 0, parents are selected only from layer 0; for layer 1, parents are selected from
individuals in layer 0 and 1; all other layers follow the same rule.
Figure 3.1: ALPS based GA for VRPTW
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3.2.2 Chromosome Representation and Initial Population
In order to apply GA to a problem, we first need to determine the chromosome
representation for the solution space. An indirect representation depicting a network
configuration for a given VRPTW problem instance is given as an integer string of
length N, where N represents the number of customers in that problem with. The
sequence of chromosome genes representing the order of vehicle visitation at each
customer stop in the route. The initial population of the ALPSGA is created by a
random permutation of N customers. An example of a chromosome is given in Figure
3.2. This figure illustrates a VRPTW chromosome with 9 customers.
Figure 3.2: Chromosome representation of VRPTW with no delimiter showing start
and end of route
3.2.3 Fitness Evaluation
Two different fitness evaluation schemes are used.
Weighted Sum Method
Weighted sum fitness function converts a multiple objective function into single ob-
jective by assigning weights to the individual objectives. In ALPSGA for VRPTW,
the weighted fitness function F (x) is,
F (x) = α.|V |+ β.
∑
kεV
Dk
Where α and β are the weights for the number of vehicles and total distance
traveled by vehicles respectively. Dk describes the summation of total distance by all
the routes in an individual. The weight value used for ALPSGA on VRPTW were
established empirically as α = 100 and β = 0.001.
Pareto Fitness Evaluation
As mentioned in Section 2.7.2, a Pareto ranking scheme works by replacing the chro-
mosome raw fitness with Pareto ranks. These ranks are integer values that represent
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the layers of dominant individuals in the population. The Pareto ranks are then used
by the ALPSGA to generate the next population.
3.2.4 Elitism
Elitism is carried out in each generation at each layer in ALPSGA. It is incorporated
so that the best individual is carried out into the next generation. This means that
the best solution produced in a generation must be forwarded to the next generation.
The elite population to transfer to the next generation is set to 4 in each layer.
3.2.5 Selection
A fitness based selection scheme called tournament selection is used to select parents
for reproduction. In tournament selection, a set of K individuals are randomly selected
from the current population, and the fittest individual is selected for reproduction.
In this work, k is set to 4.
3.2.6 Crossover
In [37] we employed a problem specific crossover called best cost-route crossover
(BCRC) which aimed at minimizing the number of vehicles, as well as total distance,
traveled while checking the feasibility constraints. In that operation, two routes are
selected randomly for the operation. Later in 2010 Keivan et al. [20] proposed best
cost-best route crossover(BCBRC) which is very similar to BCRC[37] with minor
differences. In BCBRC [20], a route is chosen according to the criteria of averaged
cost over nodes instead of randomly in BCRC[37].
Figure 3.3 illustrates the creation of two offspring using BCRC. Let us consider
P1 and P2 are two parents of customer size 9. RP1 and RP2 give corresponding
sets of routes associated with P1 and P2, respectively. Firstly, from each parent,
a route is chosen randomly. In this case, for P1, route with customers 5 and 6 is
chosen, while for P2, route with customers 7 and 3 is picked. We then removed the
customers from opposite parent from the given parent. In this case, for P1, customers
7 and 3 removed. The next step is to find the best possible locations for the removed
customers in the children. In this case customers 3 and 7 needs to re-insert in child
C1. Order of insertion of the removed customers is done arbitrarily. In this case
customer 3 was first inserted in C1.
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Figure 3.3: Best Cost Route Crossover for VRPTW
3.2.7 Mutation
We used a reassigning mutation which is similar to the intra-depot mutation described
in [37]. Here, a customer is selected randomly from the chromosome and reinserted
into a random position within the same chromosome. For example, if a route in a
chromosome has 1,2,3,4,5 as customers, if customer 4 is selected, it could be reinserted
into the route as 1,2,4,3,5.
3.2.8 Replacement strategy
The ALPSGA used the generational replacement strategy[23] within the layer. When
an individual reaches its maximum age allowed according to the algorithm 2, we trans-
fer it to the next level except for the last layer. In [2], [38] three different types of
replacement have been discussed.In [38] Audrey conclude that best individual replace-
ment is better for MDVRP problem. We have used the best individual replacement
strategy to transfer or migrate population from one layer to another.
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Firstly, the aged individuals from the lower level are added to the next upper
level. The combined individuals are then sorted according to their fitness. We keep
the same size of the population from the sorted list and rest of them are discarded.
This technique ensures that best individuals are always kept.
3.3 Multi-objective Genetic Search for MDVRPTW
This section provides the details implementation of GA for MDVRPTW. We studied
the problem as a multi-objective optimization problem. All other related works on
MDVRPTW is described in Section 2.4.
3.3.1 GA for MDVRPTW
GA for multi-objective MDVRPTW starts with clustering of customers at nearest
depot. Assigned customers are then used to create the initial random population.
Evolution is carried out on the initial population to create next set of population
involving tournament selection, crossover, and mutation. Evolution stops if a termi-
nation criterion is reached. The basic algorithm of GA is described in section 2.5,
and proposed system is given in Figure 3.1.
3.3.2 Initial Depot Clustering
Initially, each customer is assigned to the nearest depot based on the Euclidean dis-
tance. As there is no capacity limit on each depot so we can assign as many customers
as we want. During the assignment, customers are identified as the borderline cus-
tomers if that customer is within a certain distance from more than one depot. In
the mutation, we used these borderline customers similar to the work in [37].
3.3.3 Chromosome Representation and Initial Population
A chromosome in the MDVRPTW problem must specify the number of vehicles
and its corresponding depot. We used an indirect representation of the chromosome
that tells us the information above and also gives us the order of visitation. The
MDVRPTW chromosome representation consists of n integer vectors, where n is the
number of depots in that particular instance data. Each integer vector represents
a depot and similar to the chromosome described in Section 3.2.2. Chromosome
representation of MDVRPTW is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Chromosome representation of MDVRPTW with two depots with delim-
iter showing start and end of route
3.3.4 Fitness Evaluation
We used the same multi-objective techniques described in Section 3.2.3.
3.3.5 Elitism
Same as Section 3.2.4.
3.3.6 Selection
We have used the same selection model used in Section 3.2.5.
3.3.7 Crossover
The best cost route crossover (BCRC). It was first introduced in [37] and the same
crossover we are using for VRPTW described in Section 3.2.6. For the MDVRP prob-
lem, this crossover was slightly changed in [20]. Figure 3.5 describe the implemen-
tation details of BCRC crossover for MDVRPTW problem. The following notation
and algorithm describe the BCRC crossover. Given a population P = p1, p2...pn of
chromosomes, where each chromosome pi = d1, d2...dm consist of depots. Each depot
di = r1, r2, ....rk consist of k routes. Each route k consist of not empty set of customers
ri = c1, c2, ....cl. Following steps are taken to perform BCRC for MDVRPTW.
 Randomly select two parents p1, p2 from the population P.
 Randomly select a depot for both parent and select a random route from each
parent under that depot. For example, route with customer 1,8 from p1 and 6,7
from p2.
 Remove customers 1,8 from p2 and customers 6,7 from p1.
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 Reinsert the removed customers from each parent to form the offspring.
– Select a removed customer from p1 (like 1 from p1) and insert it at each
index in unremoved route of p2 of selected depot.
– Compute the cost of insertion at each index and the feasibility of insertion
at each index. Create an ordered list of insertion with feasibility. If it
breaks any of the constraints, that infeasibility is set to true.
– If there are no index for a possible insertion in the unremoved route, then
a new route is added.
– Repeat the same procedure for all the removed customers at the selected
depot.
Figure 3.5: Best Cost Route Crossover for MDVRPTW
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3.3.8 Mutation
We have used four mutations in this research. Re-assigning mutation like intra-depot
and inter-depot mutation was inspired by single customer rerouting in [37]. We have
proposed two new mutations technique for the MDVRPTW problem. Both of the
new mutation does a local search to find the best possible location for the customer
to insert.
Intra-depot Mutation
First, a random customer is removed from a random depot. It is then reinserted at
a random position within that depot. For example, depot 1 of a chromosome has
2,3,4,5,6 as customers. If customer 4 is selected to remove from that depot, it could
be re-inserted to that depot as 2,3,5,6,4.
Intra-depot Neighborhood Search
This neighborhood search is very efficient with complex problem constraints like MD-
VRPTW. A random customer is removed from the solution, but reinsertion is done
by a particular rule to obtain a better solution. We followed a greedy insertion mech-
anism, where it does a local search within the depot to find the best possible location
for that customers.
Inter-depot Mutation
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, during the process of initial depot clustering we identi-
fied some of the customers as borderline customers. Each of the borderline customers
will have more than one depot associated with it; we called this list swappable cus-
tomers. Although each customer is initially assigned to the nearest depot during the
initialization, if any other depot is within a certain distance from a customer, that
customer will be added to the swappable customers list. The list of such customers
is made up with the equation 3.1.
[(dist(custi, di)−min)/min] <= BOUND (3.1)
Here, dist(custi, di) is the distance of c to the depot di, min is the minimum
distance of c from the nearest depot and BOUND is a constant value, which is set
according to [19].
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Inter-depot Neighborhood Search
The inter-depot neighborhood mutation is similar to the intra-depot mutation de-
scribed above. The main difference is that instead of choosing the same depot for
reinserting we chose the best depot where the objective function minimizes the most.
3.4 Multi-objective ALPS based Genetic Search
for MDVRPTW
This section provides the ALPS based GA system for MDVRPTW. In Section 3.2
we discuss how ALPS incorporated for VRPTW and in Section 3.3 we discussed GA
system to solve MDVRPTW. ALPS based GA for MDVRPTW is similar to Section
3.3 except the GA within the layer. GA system designed in Section 3.3 is incorporated.
All the fitness function, multi-objective optimization technique, GA parameters are
similar to Section 3.3.
3.4.1 Chromosome Representation and Initial Population
We used the same chromosome we used in Section 3.3.3 and followed the same ini-
tialization as well.
3.4.2 Multi-objective Optimization
We used same multi-objectives techniques used in Section 3.2.3
3.4.3 Genetic Operations
We used BCRC crossover, intra and inter-depot mutation described in Section 3.3.7
and 3.3.8 respectively.
3.5 Multi-objective ALPS based Genetic Search
for MDVRPTWSD
Multi-Depot vehicle routing problem with time windows under share depot is similar
to the MDVRPTW except for one constraint. In MDVRPTW, it is required that
each vehicle must start and end at the same depot. The new variant, MDVRPTWSD
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in which a vehicle may or may not return to the same depot where it starts from. We
used the MDVRPTW implementation described in Section 3.4 with this new variant
change.
Chapter 4
Experimental Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the experimental details and the performance of the proposed
system on well known VRPTW[35] and MDVRPTW[1] datasets.
4.2 VRPTW Dataset
The publicly available Solomon’s benchmark dataset[35] was used. It has six different
types of datasets R1, R2, C1, C2, RC1, and RC2 with customers size of 100. These
data are generated in two different ways, randomly represented by problem sets R1
and R2 and clustered given as problem sets C1 and C2. A third set RC1 and RC2 is a
mix of random and clustered structures in the problem set. The customer coordinates
are always same in all the datasets, and only differs in the width of the time windows.
Some of the datasets have very tight time windows, while others have a very wide
time window. A summary of these datasets is in Table 4.1.
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Instances Customers Capacity
R1-type 100 200
R2-type 100 1000
C1-type 100 200
C2-type 100 700
RC1-type 100 200
RC2-type 100 1000
Table 4.1: Dataset for the VRPTW experiment
4.3 Experimental Setup for VRPTW
All the experiments were implemented in Java for 30 runs per problem on an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5.2500 CPU @ 3.30GHz with 4GB RAM on Windows 2007. A number of
experiments were performed as follows.
 A comparative study between known GAs and ALPSGA.
 Accuracy comparison among ALPSGA and non-GA approaches using weighted
sum.
 A comparative study among weighted sum the multi-objective evaluation strate-
gies.
4.3.1 Parameters
All the parameters were chosen empirically and given in Table 4.2. Further details of
the determination of these parameters are found in Appendix A.
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Parameters value
Number of Runs 30
Replacement Generational
Population 500
Generation 2000
Crossover Rate 0.8
Mutation Rate 0.2
Tournament type Selection
Number of layers 5
Elite size 2
Tournament size 4
Age Gap 50
Aging scheme Polynomial
Table 4.2: Parameters setting for ALPSGA experiment
4.3.2 Comparison of GAs and ALPSGAUsingWeighted Sum
Fitness Evaluation
Table 4.3 and 4.4 show the comparative results with best published result. Compar-
isons are only done if the total number of vehicles used in the solution are same. The
bold faced values indicate the best result in 30 runs. From the table 4.3 and 4.4, it
is seen that using weighted sum fitness proposed system and best published results
performance is comparable. Proposed ALPSGA performed better in 20/29 instances
if we consider the number of vehicles. If we consider total distance, ALPSGA per-
formed better in 18/29 with the narrow time window and 13/27 for the wider time
window.
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Instance Best known ALPSGA Difference in vehicle Difference in distance
C101 10|828.94 [37] X 0 0
C102 10|828.94 [37] X 0 0
C103 10|828.06 [37] X 0 0
C104 10|824.78 [37] X 0 0
C105 10|828.94 [37] X 0 0
C106 10|828.94 [37] X 0 0
C107 10|828.94 [37] X 0 0
C108 10|828.94 [37] X 0 0
C109 10|828.94 [37] X 0 0
R101 19|1650.80 [46] X,1667.35 0 +16.55
R102 17|1486.12 [46] X,1490.71 0 +4.59
R103 13|1292.68 [49] X, 1315.25 0 +22.57
R104 9|1007.31 [49] 10, 1014.05 +1 +6.74
R105 14|1377.11 [49] X1413.72 0 +36.61
R106 12|1252.03 [24] X 0 0
R107 10|1104.06 [49] X1132.26 0 +28.2
R108 9|963.88 [49] 10, 1000.16 +1 +36.28
R109 11|1194.73 [37] 12, 1166.62 +1 -28.11
R110 10|1118.84 [37] 11,1087.30 +1 -31.54
R111 10|1096.73 [37] 11,1078.75 +1 -17.98
R112 9|982.14 [20] 10, 1000.09 +1 +17.95
RC101 14|1696.95 [20] 15, 1635.23 +1 -61.72
RC102 12|1554.75 [20] 12, 1524.97 0 - 29.78
RC103 11|1261.67 [49] X1290.01 0 +28.34
RC104 10|1135.52 [49] X1164.89 0 +29.37
RC105 13|1629.44 [37] 14,1554.40 +1 -75.04
RC106 11|1424.73 [24] 12 1400.19 +1 -24.54
RC107 11|1230.48 [49] X 0 0
RC108 10|1139.82 [20] X, 1207.95 0 +68.13
Best solution 17/29 20/29 -18/29,+11/29
Table 4.3: Comparison of the ALPSGA with best published results using weighted
sum
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Instance Best known ALPSGA Difference in vehicle Difference in distance
C201 3591.56 [39] X 0 0
C202 3 591.56 [39] X 0 0
C203 3 591.17 [31] X 0 0
C204 3 590.60 [39] X 0 0
C205 3 588.88 [39]] X 0 0
C206 3 588.49 [39] X 0 0
C207 3 588.29 [31] X588.03 0 -0.26
C208 3 588.32 [31] X 0 0
R201 4 1252.37 [19] X1262.03 0 +9.66
R202 3 1191.70 [6] X1252.89 0.0 +61.19
R203 3 939.50 [19] X1013.94 0 +74.44
R204 3 828.78 [39] 3,762.20 0 -66.58
R205 3 994.43 [6] X1043.46 0 +49.03
R206 3 906.14 [31] X 0 0
R207 2 890.61 [6] X902.59 0 + 11.98
R208 2 726.82 [39] X746.43 0 +19.61
R209 3 909.16 [39] X934.70 0 +25.54
R210 3 939.37 [6] X1000.06 0 +60.69
R211 2 891.11 [39] 3 808.43 +1 -82.68
RC201 4 1406.94 [32] X1413.51 0 +6.57
RC202 3 1365.64 [36] 4, 1165.11 +1 -200.53
RC203 3 1049.62 [19] X1076.34 0 +26.72
RC204 3 798.46 [36] X714.16 0 -84.3
RC205 4 1297.65 [19] X1314.64 0 +16.99
RC206 3 1146.32 [6] X1169.41 0 +23.09
RC207 3 1061.14 [32] X1099.92 0 +38.78
RC208 3 828.24 [6] X855.40 0 +27.16
Best solution 13/27 25/27 -13/27,+14/27
Table 4.4: Comparison of the ALPSGA with best published results using weighted
sum
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4.3.3 Comparison of GAs and ALPSGA Using Pareto Fit-
ness Evaluation
Table 4.5 and 4.6 show the comparative results with known GAs using multi-objective
Pareto ranking. From the table, we could deduce that our proposed ALPSGA out-
performed the Ombuki et al.[37] and Keivan et al. [14]. ALPSGA is best in 22 of 29
instances if we consider the total distance in Pareto ranking as our main objective,
and 24 of 29 if considered the number of vehicles.
Instance Ombuki et al.[37] Keivan et al.[20] ALPSGA
C101 10,828.94 10,828.94 X
C102 10,828.94 10,828.94 X
C103 10,828.06 10,828.06 X
C104 10,824.78 10,824.78 X
C105 10,828.94 10,828.94 X
C106 10,828.94 10,828.94 X
C107 10,828.94 10,828.94 X
C108 10,828.94 10,828.94 X
C109 10,828.94 10,828.94 X
R101 19, 1690.28 20, 1664.13 19,1677 20,1651 19 1667.35
R102 17,1513.74 18,1487.07 18,1511 19,1494.7 17,1496.4
R103 14, 1237.05 14,1287 15,1264.2 13,1315.67 14, 1224.95
R104 10, 1020.87 11, 1010.24 10,974.24 10,1014.36
R105 14,1415.13 15,1390.12 15, 1424.6 16, 1382.5 14, 1402.75 15,1398.92
R106 13, 1254.22 13, 1270 12,1273 13,1232.3
R107 11,1100.52 11, 1108 10,1132.26 11,1088.76
R108 10, 975.34 10, 971 10,960.26 9,1007.16
R109 12,1169.85 12, 1212.3 14, 1206.7 10,1252.8
R110 11, 1112.21 12, 1156 10,1181.2 11,1103.6
R111 11,1084.76 12,1079.8 11, 1111.9 10,1164.3
R112 10,976.99 10,1036.9 11,1011.5 9,991.4
RC101 15, 1636.92 15,1690.6 16,1678.9 14,1681.5 15, 1635.23
RC102 14,1488.36 14, 1509.4 15, 1493.2 13,1524.97 14, 1503.85
RC103 12,1306.42 12, 1331.8 11, 1290.01
RC104 10,1140.52 11, 1177.2 10,1164.89
RC105 14, 1616.56 16, 1590.25 15,1611.5 16,1589.4 13, 1631.3
RC106 12,1454.61 13,1408.70 13,1437.6 14,1425.3 12,1400.19 13,1388.87
RC107 12, 1254.26 11,1222.1 11,1223.56 12,1187.3
RC108 10,1141.34 11, 1156.5 10,1207.95 11, 1141.96
Best solution 19/29 17/29 24/29, 22/29
Table 4.5: Comparison of the ALPSGA with known GAs using Pareto ranking
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Instance Ombuki et al.[37] Keivan et al.[20] ALPSGA
C201 3,591.56 3,591.56 X
C202 3,591.56 3,591.56 X
C203 3,591.17 3,591.17 X
C204 3,596.55 3,599.96 X
C205 3,588.88 3,588.88 X
C206 3,588.49 3,588.88 X
C207 3,588.29 3,591.56 X588.03
C208 3,588.32 3,588.32 X
R201 4, 1268.44 7, 1173.75 4,1351.4 4,1232.21
R202 4, 1112.52 5, 1046 4,1091.22 4 1087.52 3 1252.89
R203 3,952.52 3, 1041.0 6, 978.5 X968.2
R204 3,828.78 3,1130.1 4,927.84 5,831.8 6,826.3 2,900.92 3,762.20
R205 3,994.43 5,954 4, 1087.8 3, 1422.3 3,994.43
R206 3,919.73 4,889.39 3,940.12 3,935.30
R207 3,825.07 4,822.90 2,890.61 3,833.59
R208 2,773.13 3,719.17 3,774.7 2 746.43
R209 3,971.70 5,874.95 4,1008 3,934.70
R210 3,985.38 5,930.42 3,938.3 3,1000.06
R211 3,833.76 4,761.10 4,1101 3,1310.4 3, 808.43
RC201 4,1423.73 7,1306.34 4 1423.2 4,1406.94
RC202 4,1183.88 8,1118.05 4 1369 4,1183.88
RC203 3,1131.78 5,951.08 4,1060 6,1020.1 3,1049.62
RC204 3,806.44 4,796.14 3 901 3,788.16 4,796.14
RC205 4,1352.39 7,1181.86 4 1410 4,1297.65
RC206 3,1269.64 5,1080.50 4 1194 3,1146.32
RC207 3,1140.23 5,982.58 4,1040 3,1161.14
RC208 3,881.20 4,785.93 3 898.4 3,828.24
Best solution 15/27 10/27 22/27
Table 4.6: Comparison of the ALPSGA with known GAs using Pareto ranking
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In Table 4.7 and 4.8 show the comparative result with the published results. Com-
parisons are only done if the total number of vehicles used are the same. The column
labeled “Best known” gives the best-known solutions, and column “Wsum” gives the
best solution in 30 runs, where the VRPTW was considered as a single objective
problem by using the weighted sum fitness evaluation technique. The column labeled
“P vehicles” and “P distance” show the best solution in 30 runs, when VRPTW was
considered as a multi-objective optimization problem and Pareto ranking technique
was used as a fitness evaluation function in ALPSGA. P vehicles solution is the rank
1 solution that has the minimum number of vehicles, while P distance solution is the
rank 1 solution with minimum travel distance. Bold faced values in table 4.7 and
4.8 indicate an improvement on the best currently known published results from the
literature. Details of the best-known results are given in appendix A.
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Instance Best known Wsum P vehicles P distance
C101 10|828.94 [37] X X X
C102 10|828.94 [37] X X X
C103 10|828.06 [37] X X X
C104 10|824.78 [37] X X X
C105 10|828.94 [37] X X X
C106 10|828.94 [37] X X X
C107 10|828.94 [37] X X X
C108 10|828.94 [37] X X X
C109 10|828.94 [37] X X X
R101 19|1650.80 [46] 19,1667.35 19,1667.35 19,1667.35
R102 17|1486.12 [46] 17,1490.71 17,1490.714 17,1490.71
R103 13|1292.68 [49] 13, 1315.25 13, 1315.25 14, 1224.95
R104 9|1007.31 [49] 10, 1014.05 10, 1014.05 10, 1014.056
R105 14|1377.11 [49] X1413.72 X1413.72 X1402.67
R106 12|1252.03 [24] X X 13 1232.3
R107 10|1104.06 [49] X1132.26 11 1088.76 11 1088.76
R108 9|963.88 [49] 10, 1000.16 X1007.01 9, 1000.16
R109 11|1194.73 [37] 12, 1166.62 12, 1166.62 12, 1166.622
R110 10|1118.84 [37] 11,1087.30 11,1087.30 11,1087.30
R111 10|1096.73 [37] 11,1078.75 X1164.3 X1167.2
R112 9|982.14 [20] 10, 1000.09 X991.4 X1023.3
RC101 14|1696.95 [37] 15, 1635.23 15, 1635.23 15, 1635.23
RC102 12|1554.75 [37] 12 1524.97 14, 1503.85 14, 1503.85
RC103 11|1261.67 [49] X1290.01 12, 1314.86 12, 1314.86
RC104 10|1135.52 [49] X1164.89 11, 1177.98 11, 1177.98
RC105 13|1629.44 [37] 14,1554.40 14,1554.40 14,1554.40
RC106 11|1424.73 [24] 12 1400.19 13, 1388.87 13, 1388.874
RC107 11|1230.48 [49] X 12, 1268.46 12, 1268.46
RC108 10|1139.82 [20] 10, 1207.95 11, 1141.96 11, 1141.96
Best solution 16/29 14/29 17/29
Table 4.7: Solomon Benchmark with narrow time windows;comparison of our
ALPSGA with best published result
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Instance Best known Wsum P vehicles P distance
C201 3591.56 [39] X X X
C202 3 591.56 [39] X X X
C203 3 591.17 [39] X X X
C204 3 590.60 [39] X X X
C205 3 588.88 [39] X X X
C206 3 588.49 [39] X X X
C207 3 588.29 [39] X588.03 X588.03 X588.03
C208 3 588.32 [31] X X X
R201 4 1252.37 [19] X1262.03 X1262.03 X1262.03
R202 3 1191.70 [6] X1252.89 X1087.52 4, 1093.00
R203 3 939.50 [19] 3,1013.94 3,1013.94 3,1013.94
R204 3 828.78 [19] 3,762.20 2, 900.29 3,762.20
R205 3 994.43 [6] 3, 1043.46 3, 1043.46 3, 1043.46
R206 3 906.14 [31] X X X
R207 2 890.61 [6] X902.59 X902.59 X934.61
R208 2 726.82 [39] 2 746.43 2 746.43 2 746.43
R209 3 909.16 [39] 3 934.70 3 934.70 3 934.70
R210 3 939.37 [6] 3, 1000.06 2, 1086.34 3, 1000.06
R211 2 891.11 [39] 3 808.43 3 910.09 3 808.43
RC201 4 1406.94 [32] 4, 1413.51 4, 1413.51 4, 1413.51
RC202 3 1365.64 [?] 4, 1165.11 5, 1215 4, 1165.11
RC203 3 1049.62 [19] 3, 1076.34 3, 1076.34 3, 1076.34
RC204 3 798.46 [36] X714.16 X788.16 X714.16
RC205 4 1297.65 [19] 4, 1314.64 4, 1314.64 4, 1314.64
RC206 3 1146.32 [6] 3, 1169.41 3, 1169.41 3, 1169.41
RC207 3 1061.14 [32] 3, 1099.92 3, 1099.92 3, 1099.92
RC208 3 828.24 [6] 3, 855.40 3, 1099.92 3, 1099.92
Best solution 13/27 16/27 16/27
Table 4.8: Solomon Benchmark with wide time windows;comparison of our ALPSGA
with best published result
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Table 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 report the ALPSGA results for Solomon’s benchmark,
showing the average and the best distances. For 34 out of 56 instances, ALPSGA for
the VRPTW manages to find the best-known solution within 30 runs, whereas 21 out
of 56 instances match the average of 30 runs. The subclass with clustered customers
is very efficiently optimized (see table 4.9), where the average is matched with the
best solution for all instances.
Instance Average Best Instance Best Average
c101 828.94 828.94 C201 591.56 591.56
c102 828.94 828.94 C202 591.56 591.56
c103 828.94 828.94 C203 591.17 591.17
c104 828.94 828.94 C204 590.60 590.60
c105 828.94 828.94 C205 588.88 588.88
c106 828.94 828.94 C206 588.49 588.49
c107 828.94 828.94 C207 588.29 588.29
c108 828.94 828.94 C208 588.32 588.32
c109 828.94 828.94
Table 4.9: Average and the minimum total travel distance with clustered customers
(in bold faced if best match or outperform published results
Instance Average Best Instance Average Best
r101 1671.97 1667.35 r201 1265.02 1262.03
r102 1496.87 1490.71 r202 1103.78 1093.00
r103 1323.95 1315.67 r203 1016.62 1013.94
r104 1014.05 1014.05 r204 833.09 762.20
r105 1402.75 1402.75 r205 1047.91 1043.59
r106 1255.59 1259.90 r206 936.51 935.30
r107 1108.28 1088.76 r207 835.90 833.59
r108 1014.23 1000.06 r208 748.02 746.43
r109 1195.27 1166.62 r209 939.37 934.70
r110 1118.84 1118.84 r210 1002.87 1000.06
r111 1096.73 1078.75 r211 892.62 808.43
r112 1012.65 1000.09
Table 4.10: Average and the minimum total travel distance with random customers
(in bold faced if best match or outperform published results
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Instance Average Best Instance Average Best
rc101 1686.95 1635.23 rc201 148.49 1413.51
rc102 1554.75 1503.85 rc202 1186.93 1165.11
rc103 1291.95 1290.01 rc203 1083.26 1176.11
rc104 1165.52 1164.89 rc204 834.92 814.90
rc105 1554.40 1554.40 rc205 1328.37 1314.64
rc106 1424.73 1388.87 rc206 1174.85 1169.41
rc107 1271.52 1268.48 rc207 1103.67 1099.92
rc108 1223.34 1207.95 rc208 863.68 855.40
Table 4.11: Average and the minimum total travel distance with random and clustered
customers (in bold faced if best match or outperform published results)
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Table 4.12 illustrates that our proposed ALPSGA obtained better or similar av-
erage number of vehicles as compared to some of the well known published GA-based
methods for VRPTW.
Methods  Ombuki at al. Keivan at al. Nalpa at al. ALPSGA ALPSGA-Pareto
C1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
C2 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
R1 12.7 13.1 11.92 2.73 11.50
R2 3.2 3.2 2.73 3.2 2.8
RC1 12.3 12.3 11.50 12.3 12.3
RC2 3.4 3.3 3.25 3.25 3.25
Table 4.12: Comparison of average number of vehicles on Solomon’s VRPTW in-
stances with other published results
In figures 4.1-3, we show some of the network typologies obtained using our pro-
posed system. Fig 4.1 represent a dataset c101, where customers are clustered to-
gether and have a narrow time window. Fig 4.2 shows the network for r201, where
all the customers are randomly dispersed but have a wider time window. Fig 4.3
illustrates the network of rc101 instance, where customers are randomly as well as
clustered and have a narrow time window.
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Figure 4.1: Network topology for 100 geographically clustered customers with a nar-
row time window for instance c101
Figure 4.2: Network topology for 100 geographically clustered customers with a wide
time window for instance r201
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Figure 4.3: Network topology for 100 geographically clustered customers with a wide
time window for instance rc101
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Instances Customers Capacity Route duration Depots Vehicles
pr01 48 200 500 4 2
pr02 96 196 480 4 3
pr03 144 185 440 4 5
pr04 192 180 420 4 6
pr05 240 175 400 4 7
pr06 288 200 500 6 2
pr07 72 200 500 6 2
pr08 144 190 475 6 3
pr09 216 180 450 6 4
pr10 288 170 425 6 5
pr11 48 200 500 4 1
pr12 96 195 480 4 2
pr13 144 190 460 4 3
pr14 192 185 440 4 4
pr15 240 184 420 4 5
pr16 288 175 400 4 6
pr17 72 200 500 6 1
pr18 144 190 275 6 2
pr19 216 180 450 6 3
pr20 288 170 425 6 4
Table 4.13: Dataset for the MDVRPTW experiment
4.4 MDVRPTW Dataset
A well-known dataset for MDVRPTW designed by Cordeau(2001) used in this thesis
which is available in [35]. These datasets made up of 20 instances. First 10 instances
pr01-pr10 have narrow time windows, while the next 10 instances pr11-pr20 have a
wider time window. pr01-pr20 have 48-244 customers and 4-6 depots. Characteristics
of MDVRPTW instances are shown in Table 4.13.
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4.5 Experimental Setup for MDVRPTW
All the experiment was implemented in Java with 10 runs for each data set on Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5.2500 CPU @ 3.30GHz with 4GB RAM on Windows 2007. The num-
ber of experiments performs is given below. Previous research on MDVRPTW was
tried to reduce the total distance only and to the best of our knowledge, there is no
multi-objective approach on this variant of the VRP problem. For the MDVRPTW
best result available by Courdue[22] and in the recent years some of the datasets have
been improved[13, 38].
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Parameters value
Number of Runs 30
Population 500
Generation 2000
Crossover Rate 0.8
Mutation Rate 0.2
Tournament type Selection
Tournament size 4
Table 4.14: Parameters setting for GA experiment
Parameters value
Replacement Generational
Aging scheme Polynomial
Layer replacement Best of two layers
Table 4.15: Parameters setting for ALPSGA experiment
4.5.1 Parameters
The final evolutionary parameters used to set up GA are specified in Table 4.14.
Additional parameter settings used in the ALPSGA systems are listed in Table 4.15.
The main reason why we choose these parameters is given in [53]. Our proposed
system chooses some of the parameters empirically. We show how we determined the
given parameters empirically given in Appendix A.
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Instances Vehicles available GA difference in vehicle
pr01 8 1182.6 5 -3
pr02 12 1900.88 10 -2
pr03 16 2683.08 12 -4
pr04 20 3282.74 17 -3
pr05 24 3604.02 21 -3
pr06 28 4179.99 25 -3
pr07 12 1605.96 8 -4
pr08 18 2277.50 4 -4
pr09 24 3283.40 17 -7
pr10 30 4198.93 25 -5
pr11 4 970.57 5 +1
pr12 8 1603.69 8 0
pr13 12 2255.38 12 0
pr14 16 2470.77 15 +1
pr15 20 2833.28 21 0
pr16 24 3322.50 23 +1
pr17 6 1303.4 7 +1
pr18 12 1883.92 13 +1
pr19 18 2913.64 16 -2
pr20 24 3332.08 25* 0
Best solution 15/20
Table 4.16: Best result obtained by proposed GA on Cordue’s dataset of MDVRPTW
using weighted sum procedure
4.5.2 Results
Table 4.16 shows the result of MDVRPTW using weighted sum technique with pro-
posed GA. From the table 4.16, it is seen that our GA reduced the number of vehicles
in 15 out of 20 instances and in 4 instances it is used the same number of vehicles
available. We got one infeasible solution marked with a “*” sign (see pr20 in Table
4.16) where GA found a solution using more than the upper bound of the vehicles.
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Instances GA ALPSGA Difference in distance Difference in vehicle
pr01 1182.65 1182.02 5 -0.58 0
pr05 3604.02 21 3534.3 22 -69.72 0
pr09 3283.40 17 3201.40 18 -82.0 0
pr10 4198.26 25 4072.3 26 125.96 0
pr11 970.5 5 943.4 5 -27.1 0
pr15 2833.28 21 2734.8 21 -98.48 0
pr16 3322.50 23 3311.4 23 -11.1 0
pr17 1303.4 7 1303.4 7 - 0
pr18 1883.92 13 1826.2 13 -57.72 0
pr19 2913.64 16 2901.64 16 -12 0
pr20 3332.08 25* 3327.08 25* -5 0
Best solution 11/11 11/11 11/11
Table 4.17: Comparison of the non-ALPS based GA with ALPSGA using weighted
sum
4.5.3 Comparison between GA and ALPS-GA
From Table 4.17 and 4.18 we can say that ALPSGA is performed better compare to
the GA. The comparison is only done if the number of vehicles used is same. From
Table 4.17 we can deduce that the ALPSGA performed better than the GA. In 10 out
of 11 instances, it reduced the distance and the number of vehicles remains constant
in all the instances.
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Instances GA ALPSGA-vehicles ALPSGA-distance
pr01 1088.898 1086.82 8 1086.82 8
pr02 1900.88 10 1886 10 1871.23 11
pr03 2683.08 12 2625 13 2572.19 14
pr07 1605.96 8 1488 10 1471.52 11
pr09 3130.30 20 3041.63 20 3041.63 20
pr11 982.82 5 955.45 5 955.45 5
pr15 2704.4 21 2623.6 21 2693 20
pr17 1262.4 8 1233.87 8 1233.87 8
pr19 2913.64 16 2522 16 2465 17
pr20 3414.9 25* 3285 25* 3285 25*
Best solution 8/10 10/10
Table 4.18: Comparison of the non-ALPS based GA with ALPSGA using Parato
ranking
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Instances ALPSGA ALPSGAm Difference in distance Difference in vehicle
pr01 1182.025 1182.00 5 -0.02 0
pr05 3534.3 21 3512.83 21 -21.47 0
pr07 1602.40 8 1572.45 8 -29.95 0
pr08 2277.50 14 2229.4 14 -48.1 0
pr11 943.4 5 943.21 5 -0.19 0
pr13 2255.38 12 2168.34 12 -87.04 0
pr14 2470.77 15 2449.15 15 -21.62 0
pr15 2734.8 21 2588.34 20 -148.46 -1
pr16 3311.4 23 3345.11 23 +22.4 0
pr17 1303.4 7 1217.47 7 -85.93 0
pr18 1826.2 13 1817.3 13 -8.9 0
pr19 2901.64 16 2570.2 16 -456.56 0
pr20 3327.08 25* 3298.83 25* -28.25 0
Best solution 10/13
Table 4.19: Comparison of the GA with neighborhood and global mutation technique
using weighted sum
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Instances ALPSGA-vehicles ALPSGA-distance ALPSGAm-vehicles ALPSGAm-distance
pr01 1086.82 8 1086.82 8 5 1193.48 8 1086.82
pr02 1886.96 10 1871.23 11 10 1886.96 11 1871.23
pr03 2625 13 2572.19 14 13 2625.30 14 2572.19
pr07 1488.48 10 1471 11 9 1531.12 11 1491.17
pr09 3041.4 20 3041.4 20 18 3238.8 20 3041.35
pr11 955.45 5 955.45 5 5 950.67 5 950.67
pr15 2623.6 21 2693.7 20 21 2685.74 21 2685.74
pr17 1233 8 1233 8 7 1235.70 8 1256.56
pr19 2522 16 2465 17 17 2549.51 17 2549.51
pr20 3312.8 25* 3285 25* 25 3496.5 25 3496.5
Best solution 4/10 6/10 7/10 7/10
Table 4.20: Comparison of the GA with neighborhood and global mutation technique
using Pareto ranking
From the table 4.19 and 4.20, it is clear that neighborhood and global mutation
performed well. It outperformed 13 instances and reduced the number of vehicles in
two instances. We compare our result with ALPSGA after incorporating the neigh-
borhood and global mutation we developed for MDDVRPTW. From the table 4.19,
it is seen that with the help of the mutation, results improved slightly. New results
outperformed in all 7 instances, moreover it also able to reduce the number of vehicles
in one instance.
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Instances wALPSGA Distance pALPSGA vehicles pALPSGA
pr01 1222.83 1182.6 1206.27
pr02 1941.11 1900.88 1924.55
pr03 2723.31 2683.08 2706.75
pr04 3322.97 3282.74 3306.41
pr05 3644.25 3604.02 3627.69
pr06 4220.22 4179.99 4203.66
pr07 1646.19 1605.96 1629.63
pr08 2317.73 2277.5 2301.17
pr09 3323.63 3283.4 3307.07
pr10 4239.16 4198.93 4222.6
pr11 1010.8 970.57 994.24
pr12 1643.92 1603.69 1627.36
pr13 2295.61 2255.38 2279.05
pr14 2511 2470.77 2494.44
pr15 2873.51 2833.28 2856.95
pr16 3362.73 3322.5 3346.17
pr17 1343.63 1303.4 1327.07
pr18 1924.15 1883.92 1907.59
pr19 2953.87 2913.64 2937.31
pr20 3372.31 3332.08 3355.75
Table 4.21: Average of 30 runs using ALPSGA on Courdeau’s MDVRPTW instances
Table 4.21 gives the average performance of the ALPSGA. The columns labeled
“wALPSGA” gives the average of 30 runs using the weighted sum fitness function.
For the Pareto experiments, two columns labeled “pALPSGA” gives the average of all
the rank 1 solutions in 30 runs for distance and vehicles respectively. By comparing
the average result with the Table 4.19 and 4.20, we can deduce that the average
performance of proposed ALPSGA is good.
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In figures 4.4 and 4.5, we show some of the network solutions we obtained us-
ing ALPSGA. Figure 4.4 represent a dataset pr03, which consists of 144 customers
randomly dispersed with the narrow time window. Our solution got a result with 4
depots. Figure 4.5 illustrates another dataset pr11 with 48 customers. This dataset
has a wider time window; hence the vehicles can serve more customers if vehicle
capacity permits.
Figure 4.4: Network topology for 144 geographically clustered customers for instance
pr03
Figure 4.5: Network topology for 48 geographically clustered customers for instance
pr11
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In Figure 4.6, shows the fitness plot of 5 layers. Layer 0 showing spiky fitness curve
whereas layer 4 showing a smooth convergence over the generations. Consistent spikes
of layer 0 fitness curve occur due to the introduction of new individuals at regular
interval of time. The transfer of individuals at each layer except the final layer seems
to happen at a different time because of the age gap and different aging scheme.
Figure 4.7 shows the last layer fitness plot for pr10 instance. It shows that the fitness
is improving with the generations. Though the slope is not smooth, it kept improving
with the inter-layer transfer.
Figure 4.6: Fitness plot for pr11 with 5 layers
Figure 4.7: Fitness plot for pr10 in layer 4
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Clustering of geographically dispersed customers
In order get a solution from a set of geographically dispersed customers, we first
assigned customers to the nearest depot and finally optimized route formed using the
evolutionary process. We have used pr03 dataset to illustrate the process. Fig 4.8
shows the dispersed customers, and fig 4.9 shows the clusters customers to the nearest
depot. Table 4.22 shows the optimized route from ALPSGA.
Figure 4.8: Geographically dispersed customers
Figure 4.9: Customers assigned to the nearest depot
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Routes Ordered customers list
Depot 1 114-110-119-69-40-132-3-80-17-45-91-87-107
Depot 1 95-62-133-129-73-127-121-50-112-12-10-88-52-14
Depot 1 39-11-78-109-26-139-13-1-71
Depot 2 117-8-125-101-79-19-70-135-105-34-100-72-74-141-24
Depot 2 55-67-85-57-36-61-111-83
Depot 2 37-51-46-68-6-4-56-115
Depot 2 75-126-54-98-49
Depot 3 134-81-122-23-102-48-97-64-137-113-47-131-142
Depot 3 118-42-38-20-103-27-31-44-144-99-130
Depot 3 124-2-136-60-140-89-9-77-30-32-94
Depot 4 25-29-76-116-120-128-108-58-22-18-16
Depot 4 43-63-143-15-41-138-96-66-7-90-53-82-59-106
Depot 4 92-86-21-65-93-33-123-104-84-28-35-5
Table 4.22: The optimised route from ALPSGA for Pr03 dataset
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Instances ALPSGA-MDVRPTW ALPSGA-MDVRPTWSD Difference in vehicle Difference in distance
pr01 1086.82 8 1193.48 5 1083.52 8 0 -5.37
pr02 1871.23 11 1886.96 10 1868.3 11 0 -3.64
pr03 2572.25 14 2625.30 13 2468.84 14 0 -4.41
pr07 1471.39 11 1488.48 10 1466 11 0 -5.89
pr11 950.67 5 943.47 5 0 -7.2
pr12 1609.54 9 1609.54 9 0 0
pr13 2181.91 12 2182.3 12 0 +0.39
pr17 1233.76 8 1233.76 8 0 0
pr18 1879.76 12 1858.21 12 0 -21.55
Best solution 5/9 9/9
Table 4.23: Comparison of MDVRPTW and MDVRPTW with share depot using
Pareto ranking
Instances ALPSGA-MDVRPTW ALPSGA-MDVRPTWSD Difference in distance Difference in vehicle
pr01 1182.00 5 1182.00 5 0 0
pr05 3512.83 21 3489.61 20 -23.22 -1
pr07 1572.45 8 1563.78 8 -8.67 0
pr08 2329.4 14 2329.4 14 0 0
pr11 943.21 5 984.87 4 +41.66 -1
pr13 2168.34 12 2002.12 12 -166.22 0
pr14 2449.15 15 2449.15 15 0 0
pr15 2588.34 20 2588.34 20 0 0
pr16 3345.11 23 3345.11 23 0 0
pr17 1217.47 7 1236.24 6 +18.77 -1
pr18 1817.3 13 1789.27 12 -28.03 -1
Best solution 6/11 9/11 11/11
Table 4.24: Comparison of MDVRPTW and MDVRPTW with share depot using
weighted sum
4.6 MDVRPTW Dataset where vehicle return to
nearest depot
No benchmark date set is available for MDVRPTW where vehicles return to the
nearest depot, as it is a new variant of MDVRPTW. However, the main differences
between this approach and MDVRPTW are the constraints of the depot ending, and
the other basic data is similar. There is benchmark data available for MDVRPTW
which we used in section 4.2, and it is available at [6].
From the table 5.23, it is seen that with share depot constrain total distance of
the solution reduced slightly. The number of vehicles used in both solution remains
same. Out of 9 instances, it is best in 5 instances, and in all other cases, it gives
exactly same result obtained with MDVRPTW.
Table 5.24 shows that using the share depot constraint and weighted sum fitness
function overall performance is better. A comparison was done when the number of
vehicles are equal or less with the new constraint. Out of 11 instances, it is best
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in 6 data-sets. If we consider only the number of vehicle in the solution then the
share depot constraint outperforms all the instances. In case of total distance, it
outperforms 9 out of 11 instances. With the new constraint it able to reduce both
the total distance and number of vehicles in pr05 and pr18 data-sets.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
This thesis presents an investigation of different variants of vehicle routing problem
with time windows. We investigated multi-depot vehicle routing problem with time
windows using fixed destination as well as share depot destination. Multi-population
based genetic algorithm is applied to all these variants of VRP, and the result gives
better performance than the standard genetic algorithm.
The vehicle routing problem has been studied for over fifty years now. Many
variants have been considered, and the one got more attention is vehicle routing
problem with time windows because it is related more to real life problems like bin
packing, waste collection, newspaper delivery or any other scheduling problem. So
far a good exact method to solve VRP has not yet been found. Thus, researchers
have to rely on different heuristics and meta-heuristics for the VRP, which currently
produce more optimal solutions.
In this thesis, we used the genetic algorithm (GA), which proven to be good to
produce a better result for the VRPTW and other variants of VRP. Several GAs
applied to this problem, but only a couple of research has been done where VRPTW
problem is considered as a multi-objective problem. To the best of our knowledge, no
research has been done on multi-depot VRPTW where the problem is considered as
a multi-objective problem. Multi-depot vehicle routing problem with time windows
under share depot resource (MDVRPTWSD) is another variant where no research is
done by considering at as a multi-objective problem. We considered all these variants
of VRPTW as a multi-objective problem and proposed a multi-population based GA.
Different mutation technique employed to improved the overall result. Different multi-
objective techniques are considered for comparison. The experimental results are very
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competitive and produce a better result in many instances. Comparing with classical
MDVRPTW problem with multi-objective MDVRPTW and MDVRPTWSD may
reduce the total transportation cost significantly. Most importantly, multi-objective
interpretation of all the variants of VRPTW gives us the solution without bias towards
the number of the vehicle.
This thesis considered VRPTW, MDVRPTW, and MDVRPTWSD as a multi-
objective optimization problem. To the best of our knowledge, this thesis first intro-
duced multi-objective optimization for MDVRPTW and MDVRPTWSD problem. A
multi-layers population-based GA is employed for all these variants of VRP.
5.2 Future Work
Below are some considerations that can be made for the future work:
 To work on a more complex variant, such as MDVRPTW under dynamic traffic
environment or real-world based datasets.
 To try other clustering methods than the one applied in this thesis for MD-
VRPTW and MSVRPTWSD
 Other multi-objective fitness technique could be applied to the problem
 ALPS can be tried on other EAs for different variants of VRPTW
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Appendix A
Additional Experimental Analysis
A.1 Determining the parameters for ALPSGA
In order to determine the best parameters for the ALPSGA, which is given in chapter
5, we have performed additional experiments and the result is given in table A.1 and
A.2. Table A.1 provides the results obtained after using layers size of 4,5, and 6 using
polynomial schemes with the age gap of 50. Table A.2 gives the results of different
age gap settings. All these experiments tested with instance pr01. Figures A.1-8
showing the fitness plot for different parameters. From the experiments results and
plots we observed that if the age gap is too low, it allows randomness frequently, but
very short time to breed within the layers. If it set to too high, it delays the upper
layer activation as a result inter layer breeding get delayed.
Table A.1: Comparing three different layers size with an age gap of 50
Layer 4 layer 5 Layer 6
Best 1195.4[8] 1182.00[8] 1182.00[8]
Average 1241.83[8.2] 1222.83[8] 1222.83[8]
Table A.2: Three different age gap for the polynomial ageing scheme with layer size
5
Polynomial10 Polynomial30 Polynomial50 Polynomial80
Best 1283.5[8] 1211.78[8] 1182.00[8] 1185.41[8]
Average 1303.67[8.6] 1234.45[8.3] 1222.83[8] 1216.14[8]
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Instances ALPSGA-MDVRPTW ALPSGA-MDVRPTWSD Difference in vehicle Difference in distance
pr01 1086.82 8 1193.48 5 1083.52 8 0 -5.37
pr02 1871.23 11 1886.96 10 1868.3 11 0 -3.64
pr03 2572.25 14 2625.30 13 2468.84 14 0 -4.41
pr04 3101.4 19 3101.4 19 0 0
pr05 3483.4 22 3483.4 22 0 0
pr06 4232.4 26 4232.4 26 0 0
pr07 1531.12 9 1491.17 11 1466 11 0 -5.2
pr08 2263.8 15 2263.8 15 0 0
pr09 3238.8 20 3041.35 20 3238.8 20 0 0
pr10 1609.54 9 1609.54 9 0 0
pr11 950.67 5 943.47 5 0 -7.2
pr12 1609.54 9 1609.54 9 0 0
pr13 2181.91 12 2182.3 12 0 +0.39
pr14 2483.3 15 2483.3 15 0 0
pr15 2685.74 21 2685.74 21 0 0
pr17 1235.7 7 1256.56 8 1235.7 7 0 0
pr18 1879.76 12 1858.21 12 0 -21.55
pr19 2549.51 17 2549.51 17 0 0
pr20 3496.5 25 * 3496.5 25 * 0 0
Best solution 5/9 9/9
Table A.3: Comparison of MDVRPTW and MDVRPTW with share depot using
Pareto ranking
Instances ALPSGA-MDVRPTW ALPSGA-MDVRPTWSD Difference in distance Difference in vehicle
pr01 1182.00 5 1182.00 5 0 0
pr02 1900.88 10 1900.88 10 0 0
pr03 2692.2 13 2692.2 13 0 0
pr04 3201.1 18 3201.1 18 0 0
pr05 3512.83 21 3489.61 20 -23.22 -1
pr06 4190.4 25 1182.00 5 0 0
pr07 1572.45 8 1563.78 8 -8.67 0
pr08 2329.4 14 2329.4 14 0 0
pr09 3201.4 18 3201.4 18 0 0
pr10 4072.3 26 4072.3 26 0 0
pr11 943.21 5 984.87 4 +41.66 -1
pr12 1612.5 8 1612.5 8 0 0
pr13 2168.34 12 2002.12 12 -166.22 0
pr14 2449.15 15 2449.15 15 0 0
pr15 2588.34 20 2588.34 20 0 0
pr16 3345.11 23 3345.11 23 0 0
pr17 1217.47 7 1236.24 6 +18.77 -1
pr18 1817.3 13 1789.27 12 -28.03 -1
pr19 2570.2 16 2570.2 16 0 0
pr20 3298.83 25* 3298.83 25* 0 0
Best solution 6/20 9/20 11/20
Table A.4: Comparison of MDVRPTW and MDVRPTW with share depot using
weighted sum
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Figure A.1: Fitness plot for pr01 using an age gap of 10 and polynomial aging scheme
Figure A.2: Fitness plot for pr01 using an age gap of 30 and polynomial aging scheme
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Figure A.3: Fitness plot for pr01 using an age gap of 50 and polynomial aging scheme
Figure A.4: Fitness plot for pr01 using an age gap of 80 and polynomial aging scheme
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Figure A.5: Fitness plot for pr01 using 4 layers and polynomial aging scheme
Figure A.6: Fitness plot for pr01 using 6 layers and polynomial aging scheme
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Figure A.7: Fitness plot for pr01 using 5 layers and Fibonacci aging scheme
Figure A.8: Fitness plot for pr01 using 5 layers and Linear aging scheme
